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Abstract 

Polarized photoluminescence is observed from a host/guest system consisting of conjugated oligomers dissolved in nematic 
liquid crystalline matrices. In this system conjugated oligomers (guest) exhibit an emission spectrum well separated Tom the 
emission of the liquid crystalline matrix {host) however polarized parallel to the orientation of the host matrix. The results clearly 
demonstrate the spontaneous orientation of the oligothiophenes along the director of the nematic matrix. Upon applying an electric 
field perpendicular to the direction of the spontaneous orientation, the oligomers are dynamically reoriented (switched) with the 
host resulting in switching of the polarized photoluminescence. 

Keywords: Self-organization in macromolecules, optical absorption and emission spectroscopy, switches, polythiophene and 
dsivatives 

1. Introduction 

Physical properties of conjugated polymer tilms are heavily 
influenced by the intrinsic disorder phenomena within the 
structure. With material quality getting better through high 
degree of uniformity of chemical coupling as well as through 
controlled recrystallization from solutions in the doped 
conducting state and further refining of the synthesis conditions, 
conducting polymers can now be prepared well on the metallic 
side of the disorder induced M-I transition [l-4]. Thus, creating 
macroscopic order within the conjugated polymeric structures has 
always been a continuing, important, scientific challenge. 

The idea of using liquid crystalline host matices for macroscopic 
orientation of guest molecules is quite well known (see for 
example [5] and references therein). Araya et al. showed that 
synthesis of polyacetylene’in liquid crystalline matrices results in 
highly oriented materials [6]. Furthermore, synthetic efforts of 
modifjkrg the side chains of a conjugated polymer with liquid 
crystalline side groups have been reported in detail (see for 
example [7-151 and references therein). Recently, polarized 
photoluminescence has been reported from liquid crystalline 
polymers with phenylenevinylene segments on the main 
chain[l6]. Taliani et al. reported on a liquid crystalline phase of 
the a-sexithienyl (T6 ) above T=312 C [17]. Molecules such as 
thiophenes and bithiophenes embedded in liquid crystalline 
matrices has been investigated with nuclear magnetic resonance 
techniques to obtain accurate structural information [ 18,191. 
In this contribution we report the macroscopic orientation of 
conjugated oligomers (six membered oligothiophenes; e.g. a- 
sexithienyl, (T6)) dissolved within a nematic liquid crystalline 
matrix (Fig.l). The orientation of the oligothiophenes can be 
dynamically switched with the host nematic matrix upon 
application of an electric field as observed through switching of 
the polarized photoluminescence of T6 . 
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Fig. 1: Schematic illustration of the ordering of oligothiophenes 
(T6) within a homogeneously aligned nematic liquid crystalline 
matrix. 

2. Results & Discussion 

The six membered oligothiophene used in the present study carry 
dodecyl substituents on different thiophene rings and is 
designated as T6 d(2,5). The synthesis has been described 
previously [20,21]. Details of the experiments are published 
elsewhere [22]. The liquid crystal cells filled with the solutions 
of T6 in E7 show uniform brightness under cross polarized 
microscope suggesting a homogeneous alignment of the liquid 
crystals. To estimate the achieved degree of homogeneous 
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alignment of T6 in nematic matrix we performed linear dichroism 
experiments using polarized linearly optical absorption and 
emission. Fig. 2 shows the polarization dependence of the 
emission spectra. The emission spectrum of T6 obtained by 
exciting and probing parallel to the rubbing direction (parallel to 
the director of the nematic matrix) is an order of magnitude 
stronger compared to the case where excitation and emission is 
perpendicular to the director. Since the active emission originates 
liom the guest molecules, T6, this result confirms the orientation 
of the guest within the nematic host. 

Wavelength [rim] 

Fig. 2: Photoluminescence dichroism of T6 in E7 (10 pm cell) 
obtained through a polarized excitation and emission, both 
parallel and both perpendicular to the rubbing direction (nematic 
director), respectively. 

As shown in Fig. 3, the T6 molecules embedded into the E7 
nematic host matrix can be dynamically reoriented by applying an 
electric field 18V per 1 Oprn thickness to the liquid crystal cells 
filled with the solutions, The quenching of the 
photoluminescence by the field is attributed to the reorientation 
of the T6 molecules parallel to the electric field. 

Fig. 3; Switching of the photoluminescence of T6 in E7 by 
switching an electric field (18V/ 10 pm) on and off. 

The possibility that an extended conjugated oligomer can be 
macroscopically aligned by simply embedding in a liquid 
crystalline matrix and utilizing the properties of the host opens 
up areas for detailed studies of the properties of conjugated 
oligomers and polymers using, for example, 
i.) optical dichroism to get polarization information on the 
excited states, 

ii.) high resolution nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy to 
get anisotropic interactions, 
iii.) electron spin resonance to get detailed parameter of the 
radical ions (polarons) and triplet states by doping and 
photoexcitation, respectively. 
Furthermore, the combination of the liquid crystalline display 
technologies with the emerging new area of conjugated polymer 
light emitting diodes is interesting, 
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